
haute matte surfaces from the house of MERINO





The First Sense The First Sense 
Touch Touch 

These Haute Matte surfaces have a satin smooth 

finish that gives them an irresistible charm. 

Luvih Surfaces are engineered with the Finguard 

Feature that makes them fingerprint resistant, so 

you can cherish every bit of your space.





The world of Luvih contains fascinating elements that 

serve as an inspiration for beautiful interiors. 

The pristine aqua of rare springs, the aging texture of 

fine woods, the voracious fires, the fertile earth, the 

gleaming presence of precious metals and the 

quintessential winds - all complete this gold dust setting 

of magnificent nature. 

These elements stimulate our latent desire for the less 

ordinary and serve as luxury,  a fitting ode to our latest 

offering. 

A perfect muse for this artistry.





Etched in time, Lūvih revisits an ancient Indian language 

- Sanskrit.  Literally meaning beauty, Luvih reminds us of 

the eternal charm of Ancient India yet embodying a 

spirit that’s modern and free of time. Hold your breath, 

as Luvih takes you to a world like never before.

A world of timelessness, beauty, limitless imagination 

and luxury, well beyond the ordinary.

Luxury, beyond the ordinary.Luxury, beyond the ordinary.
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The design images shown is for representative purpose only.

A Curated Design RangeA Curated Design Range
byby

27106
Charcoal

27167
Ochre Gold

27132
Blue Morpho

27113
Aquagreen

27137
Cocoa Butter

Fossil Grey

27209
Moon Sky

2717227169
Lead Grey

27145
Carmine Red

27185
Burnt Henna

27139
Shadow GreyWoodsmoke

27127

Umber

27107

27181
Chalky White

27131
Coconut White

27179
Anchor Grey

27112
Shibori Blue

27108
Coffee

27152
MulberryRasberry
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Harbor Grey

27151

Solid

37311
Cerro Marble

37305
Marquina
Marble

Vinson Marble

37307

Stone

Freezing Glass

37903

Metallic

Available in 1.2 mm

Blaze Grey

27189
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Wood Grains

Montery Elm

37301
Tongras
Wood

3731337312
Boreal
Pearwood

Anchor Mosaic

27K09
Coal Glimmer

27G0627K21
Milky Mosaic
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Ivory White

2711127121
Tulip White

BlocBloc

Milky Mosaic
27K21

Cerro Marble
37311

Vinson Marble
37307

Marquina Marble
37305

Coal Glimmer
27G06

Anchor Mosaic
27K09

Available in 1.2 mm

Available in 3 - 18mm

Available in 1.2 mm
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These premium surfaces are designed with 

Finguard, an innovative feature that offers 

fingerprint resistance. These surfaces ensure a 

satin smooth finish protected for a lifetime and 

are suited for horizontal usage in both 

residential and commercial decor.

by 

Scan QR Code for more information on Zeroprint





Resonating the sparkle of a night sky, these 

ultra elegant surfaces are embellished with 

glitters, granules and stones for a premium and 

luxurious finish. Stardust is sure to add a touch 

of panache to your premium space.

StārDustStārDust
by 

Scan QR Code for more information on Stardust





Onetone series comes in a unique 

combination of high-quality decorative 

laminates and homogenous solid colour core. 

The uniformity in colour of the core and the 

top makes it an ideal choice for shelfs, 

cabinates, tabletops, countertops and more. 

The consistent look lets the beauty of solid 

colours flow seamlessly and no dark edge.

by 

Scan QR Code for more information on Onetone





Bloc is an all in one surface that offers a haute matte 

premium finish. Engineered from Kraft and Decorative 

Paper, further strengthened and finished with Electron 

beam cured Acrylic layer, they can be directly used on 

surfaces without any strengthening support. 

BlocBloc
by 

Scan QR Code for more information on Bloc

Availability  Matrix

Available on order only against a MOQ

Types of
Luvih Bloc

Available
Thickness

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

3-18mm

Décor / Finish

Front Back

Décor A / Luvih

Décor A / Luvih

Décor A / Luvih

Décor A / Luvih

Décor A / Luvih

Décor A / Matt

Solid / Matt

Sanding

Core (colour) Options

White Light Grey Dark Grey Brown Black





Flexible in nature, Flex is specially 

designed for non linear surfaces. These 

bendable surfaces seamlessly blend with 

your design requirements for a perfect 

finish.

FlēxFlēx
by 

Scan QR Code for more information on Flex

Available on order only against a defined MOQ



EdgeEdgeby 

PREMIUM EDGEBANDS



Redefining seamlessness, Edge offers an 

exceptional edge to edge finish for your furniture. 

These unified surfaces not only offer a smooth 

continuous look but will also transform your home 

and commercial space with amazing grace.

Available in 23x1mm

Scan QR Code for more information on Edge



Fingerprint Resistant
Engineered with the Finguard Feature, these surfaces 
are highly resistant to fingerprints and oily smudges.

Satin Smooth Touch
The soft and gentle premium touch adds an 
irresistible charm to your decor.

Luvih Surfaces By Merino Are Designed To Resist Scratches,
Remaining Aesthetically Appealing For Years To Come.

High Scratch Resistance

Haute Matte
 Luvih surfaces offer low light reflectivity, thereby making 
it an extremely matt surface.

Why Luvih?Why Luvih?

Superficial Micro scratches on Luvih surfaces can be easily removed
with a wet cotton cloth or melamine foam.

EZ Clean



Other FeaturesOther Features

Safe for
Food Contact

High Abrasion 
Resistance

Suitable for
Horizontal & Vertical 
applications

High Moisture 
Resistance

Anti Bacterial
& Anti Fungal

High Impact 
Resistance

Stain
Resistance

Chemical
Resistance as per
SEFA 8.1 



Test  ReportsTest  Reports
1. Test Report as per EN-438

2. Test Report as per NEMA LD-3 2005

3. Greenguard 

4. Greenguard Gold

5. Antibacterial  Test Report

6. Antifungal Test Report

7. SEFA 8.1 PL-2016 Chemical Spot Test

8. Investigation Report based on Regulation (EU) No. 10/2011 on the 

migration behaviour of a compound material

9. Specific migration of Formaldehyde as per EN 13130 for 3% 

Acetic Acid ( 10 days, 40ºC)

10. Overall migration of plastics as per EN 1186 for:

    A) 3% Acetic acid (2 hr, 70ºC) 

    B) 95% Ethanol ( 2 hr, 60ºC)

    C) Iso-Octane ( 30 min, 40ºC)

11. Chloroform Soluble Extractives as per US FDA 21 CFR 177.1460

https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Test-report-as-per-EN-438-standard.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/LuvihStandardForNEMA-LD-3.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/GREENGUARD-Certification-Antifingerprint-Laminate-Finguard.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/GREENGUARD-Gold-Certification-Antifingerprint-Laminate-Finguard.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Antibacterial-Test-report.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Antifungal-Test-ASTMG-21.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Chemical-Spot-Test-SEFA-8-PL-2016.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Specific-Migration-as-per-EN-13130.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Overall-Migration-as-per-EN-1186-Chemical-Acetic-Acid.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Overall-Migration-as-per-EN-1186-Chemical-Ethanol.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Overall-Migration-as-per-EN-1186-Chemical-Isooctane.pdf
https://www.merinolaminates.com/wp-content/uploads/test-card-pdf/Test-as-per-US-FDA-21-CFR-177.1460-with-reference-175.300.pdf


Corporate
Certifications

Corporate
Certifications

Reg (EC) No. 1935/2004
German  LFGB



Disclaimers:

• Luvih surfaces should not be cut directly upon, and it is strongly recommended to use a 

chopping board for the same. Deliberately using a sharp or pointed object like knife with force 
can damage the surface and should be avoided for durable product performance. 

• Hot vessels direct from the burner should not be put on the Luvih Surface
•  Luvih Surfaces can be offered in below post-forming radii:
 o White and off-white- 9R
 o Rest of the designs- 6R
• The performance of the product is dependent on the machinery and the process employed by 

the user. Merino recommends product trial to be done before full production for optimal 
results.

• Actual Design & Colour of the full sheet may vary when viewed in digital format. The sample 
swatch is a small part of the whole design hence not a true representation of the full sheet.

• Luvih and Matt Meister are premium matt surfaces, but due to different production 
technologies, the product properties and colors are different. There will be a slight shade 

difference between Luvih and Matt Meister design

Conditions:

This warranty shall not apply to defects or damage arising from any of the following:

•  Accidents, abuse or misuse, wear & tear, vandalism, exposure to extreme temperature and 
humidity. This warranty shall not apply in case of alteration, cosmetic issue, neglect or 
change of installation site. After the completion of installation, Merino Industries Limited 
will not be liable for such damages. However, suitable replacement can be provided by Merino 
Industries Limited at an appropriate cost.

• Any surface which becomes defective during the warranty period because of faulty material 
will be replaced by Merino Industries Limited upon mutual assessment of the damage.

Limited Warranty

Merino Industries Ltd is pleased to offer one year of warranty for Lūvih and declares that the product will conform to the 
specifications stated in Test Data Sheet. 



Cleaning the Luvih surfaceCleaning the Luvih surface

Melamine foam is a magic foam that can clean or remove otherwise "uncleanable" external markings on the 
Luvih surfaces. These are foam like materials that are safe to be used in homes & are highly recommended 
to clean micro scratches on the Luvih surface. Rubbing with slightly damp melamine foam can also remove 
crayon, marker pen, grease marks etc. as well. 

Always use Melamine foam to clean your Luvih surfaces






